Quick Detach Parade Flag Holder Part # PF1000
NOTE: The use of the following items #GL18010, #GL18008, #QD1000 and #PF1000 on any un-sprung trailer
hitch (example: Voyager Trike Conversion Hitches, any hitch on a Can-Am Spyder, or any other un-sprung
hitch) will void the warranty. These items were not designed to handle the excessive vibration and impacts
from un-sprung trailer hitches, and the items may be damaged when used on these applications.

Note: To mount this to the motorcycle you will need to purchase a model specific mounting kit
#HWK010 – Trailer Hitch Mounting Kit
#HWK015 – 2008 and Older Harley Davidson FLH & FLT
#HWK020 – 2009-2013 Harley Davidson FLH & FLT
1. Place one of the flat washers supplied onto each of the four ¼” button head screws supplied. If you are
installing this using either of the Harley-Davidson Mounting Kits (#HWK015 or #HWK020) refer to photo
1A for bolt locations. If you are mounting this using the Trailer Hitch Mounting Kit (#HWK010) refer to
photo 1B. Finger-tighten all four bolts onto the rods.
3. Mount the flag holder socket (or sockets if you have purchased additional ones) using the ½” lock washer
and washer placed onto the ½” x 1” bolt supplied. Insert the bolt from the bottom up thru the flag bar and
thread it into the socket making it finger tight. Rotate the socket to the desired position to display your flag
or flags as you like then tightening the bolt securely (15-25 ft. lbs.).
4. Insert the supplied chrome finishing plugs into any empty mounting holes you may have. It may be
necessary to bend open the tabs on the bottom of the plugs to obtain a secure fit.
Proceed with instructions enclosed with one of the Mounting Kits listed above.
Additional flag holder sockets #PF920 can be purchased separately.
We also offer Collapsible Flag Poles #PFPOLE and 3 x 5’ American Flags #PFFLAG
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